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TRIUMPHANT

A new day dawns; a new word spoken breaks the silence of the night. The

First-born Prince of Life has woken; hear his voice: 'Let there be light!'

A new day dawns; a new creation
brighter than the first big bang:
Now heaven floods to every nation;
New life where the death-tolls rang.

A new day dawns; a different garden
sees the Firstborn breathe once more.
His grace has smashed the curse of Eden;
Love has opened up the door.

A new day dawns, and new potential
sweeps into our time and space:
No tomb can hold him, Love Essential;
Peace shines from his glorious face.

A new day dawns; his feet are treading
on this old world's worn-out ways.
And with each step, fresh hope is spreading –
launching countless more new days.

A new day dawns; a new tomorrow
greets the children of the Light,
where neither tears, nor death, nor sorrow
dare to reach Love's wondrous height.